This review discusses selected classical works and contemporary research on recovery of contralesional fine hand motor function following lesions to motor areas of the cerebral cortex in non-human primates. Findings from both the classical literature and contemporary studies show that lesions of cortical motor areas induce paresis initially, but are followed by remarkable recovery of fine hand/digit motor function that depends on lesion size and postlesion training. Indeed, in recent work where considerable quantification of fine digit function associated with grasping and manipulating small objects has been observed, very favorable recovery is possible with minimal forced use of the contralesional limb. Studies of the mechanisms underlying recovery have shown that following small lesions of the digit areas of primary motor cortex (M1), there is expansion of the digit motor representations into areas of M1 that did not produce digit movements prior to the lesion. However, after larger lesions involving the elbow, wrist and digit areas of M1, no such expansion of the motor representation was observed, suggesting that recovery was due to other cortical or subcortical areas taking over control of hand/digit movements. Recently, we showed that one possible mechanism of recovery after lesion to the arm areas of M1 and lateral premotor cortex is enhancement of corticospinal projections from the medially located supplementary motor area (M2) to spinal cord laminae containing neurons which have lost substantial input from the lateral motor areas and play a critical role in reaching and digit movements. Because human stroke and brain injury patients show variable, and usually poorer, recovery of hand motor function than that of nonhuman primates after motor cortex damage, we conclude with § Corresponding author.
Introduction
Our goal is to provide an overview of selected classical works that, largely through the use of surgical ablation techniques, have provided foundational support for our contemporary understanding of the neuroanatomical and functional characteristics of the motor cortex. These classical works, coupled with contemporary studies, provide an excellent forum to discuss their implications for the clinical features and expectations of stroke recovery. To accomplish our goal, we have limited the scope of this review primarily to the effects of long-term motor cortex lesions in nonhuman primates on contralateral upper limb function, in particular for reaching and grasping objects, including the use of precision grip of small objects. It is not surprising that the study of upper limb recovery has attracted so much attention over the years, considering the common neurological occurrence of paresis and the difficulty many patients have regaining dexterous movements. In accord with others, it is our contention that continued study of the behavioral, neuroanatomical, neuronal, and biochemical consequences of damage to motor cortex or its descending projections that affects upper limb reaching function will help us better translate between basic science advances and their clinical application [17, 110] .
In this review, we will reference work on the motor cortex and the areas immediately adjacent. Our use of the term \motor cortex" will exclusively refer to the primary motor cortex (M1) located in the precentral gyrus of man and higherorder non-human primates. Other motor areas referred to throughout this discussion will include the lateral premotor cortex (LPMC), located just anterior to precentral sulcus in man and anterior to M1 in macaques (dorsal portion of LPMC being dorsal to the superior limb of the arcuate sulcus and ventral portion being caudal to the inferior limb), and the supplementary motor area (M2), located medially to LPMC in man and macaques ( Fig. 1) . Given that the reciprocal sensory information terminates immediately adjacent to the primary motor area in the postcentral gyrus, we will also discuss the basic implications of the primary sensory (S1) area ( Fig. 1 ).
Localization and Mapping of Motor Cortex
Early investigations into recovery after motor cortex lesions began with reports that damage to the precentral gyrus caused no sensory loss, and resultant movement problems varied in intensity and duration (e.g., [30] ). This work originated in the classical era of functional localization, which was a highly controversial topic in the early to middle parts of the 19th century. During this time period, some scientists, led in part by the dominant influence of Pierre Flourens, held that the cerebral cortex was the seat of intelligence and sensation, while motor function was subserved by subcortical structures including the cerebellum ( [34] as cited by [16] ). Such views were based on experimental studies conducted by Flourens in \lower animals" such as dogs, frogs, and birds. In retrospect, it is thought that the lower functional capacity of these animals, and the probability that these experiments were conducted in young animals, may have contributed to his inability to localize motor function at the cortical level [33] . However, in 1870, Fritsch and Hitzig identified distinctive sites on the cortical surface of the dog brain, which, following the direct application of low levels of electrical current, elicited contralateral movements in isolated body parts including the regions of forepaw, hind paw and face ([35] as cited by [112] ). This ground-breaking publication provided key support for not only the controversial idea of cortical localization, but also the long awaited experimental documentation for a cortical role in motor function. Subsequent studies in higher animals (e.g., monkeys), using more refined stimulation of the brain surface, in conjunction with ablation methods, demonstrated more detailed evidence of localization of motor function in the frontal lobes and major sensory functions in the parietal, occipital and temporal lobes (Fig. 2) [30, 45] . Indeed, when parts of the gyri spanning the Rolandic fissure (central sulcus) were lesioned by electrocautery, it was possible to observe in monkeys motor deficits to individual limbs on one side of the body (hemiplegia) (Fig. 3) . These motor deficits were very similar to those observed in humans after stroke or traumatic brain injury that affected well-defined parts of the brain as confirmed post-mortem [30] . Recovery from such experimental lesions was typically poor, with at least weakness and paresis persisting for long periods. Similarly, surgical removal of portions of cortex that produced muscle contractions when stimulated led to long duration paralysis of the limbs on the opposite side of the body, although some recovery of trunk muscles was observed ( Fig. 3) [45] . In many cases, it appears from the descriptions and published figures that these lesions spanned the central sulcus, thereby affecting Montage depicting motor organization of the cerebral cortex determined by the application of electrophysiologic stimulation of the cortical surface in monkeys. Top: Lateral (left) and dorsal (right) views of the cortex with distinct movement representations outlined by irregular circles with numbers published by the British neurologist David Ferrier [29] . The sites that evoked movements in the upper limb are numbered 4 (\retraction with abduction of the opposite arm"), 5 (\extension forward of the opposite arm and hand"), a, b, c, d (\individual and combined movements of the fingers and wrist" for prehension of the opposite hand), 6 (supination and flexion of the forearm). Bottom: Lateral (left) and medial (right) views of the cortex with movement representations published by Horsley and Schafer [45] . This map provides one of the most comprehensive representations of the motor cortex published in the 1800s. Of notable significance was the early recognition of head, arm, trunk, and leg representations on the lateral surface of the hemisphere as well as the medial surface.
both sensory and motor areas and extended into adjacent premotor cortex ( Fig. 3 ). Moreover, it is also likely that the lesion may have included the underlying subcortical white matter of the corona radiata.
Injury to the Motor Cortex and Recovery
These very early investigations were followed by studies of motor recovery in the early 20th century following carefully performed surgical lesions to specific areas of M1 in nonhuman primates including lemurs, macaque monkeys and great apes [40, 59, 70] (see [112] for a review). In general, these studies confirmed previous work indicating initial flaccid paralysis of the contralesional limb(s); but in contrast to previous work, remarkable recovery of limb function was observed during the postlesion period of two through eight weeks. For example, it was reported that \full recovery" was possible after removing the arm area of M1 (identified using electrical stimulation with low currents) in great apes (e.g., [39, 59] ). These lesions were typically quite large, with depths of 6À8 mm and probably included some damage to the subcortical white matter of the corona radiata. In a series of experiments, Graham Brown and Sherrington [39] investigated the results of motor cortex damage in a chimpanzee that received a lesion of the arm area of left motor cortex on July 27, 1912 and had apparently recovered full function of the right arm by December, 1912. A second surgery was then performed where the arm area of right motor cortex was lesioned. This had no effect on right arm motor function and thus, was unlikely to have been responsible for its recovery. Also notable was that the left arm recovered function more quickly than the right arm had recovered after the first surgery. Next, in a third surgery, the arm area of the right postcentral gyrus was lesioned on February 5, 1913 and, \within 90 minutes of coming out of narcosis the ape gave the left hand at command" (presumably to shake the experimenter's hand) and \None of the movements of the left arm were absolutely lost, but there was a considerable weakness in some of them." Within a month (before March 15, 1913 when this note was published),
. . .the movements of the arm gradually improved and became stronger. He now sometimes feeds himself, for instance, with the left hand alone. He often transfers a banana from one hand to the other and it has been observed on several occasions that he can do this accurately without looking at either hand.
Years later, Leyton and Sherrington [59] described another chimpanzee that recovered from an isolated ablation lesion to the distal arm area (thumb, fingers, wrist, and elbow representation) of left motor cortex to the point of being able to use precision grip to pick up small food objects with the contralesional hand having no postlesion \therapy" or training. However, some loss of independent movement of the index and strength of thumb grip apparently remained. After this partial recovery, and during a second surgical exposure, stimulation of the left hemisphere yielded no response from the lesion site or the intact postcentral cortex. Collectively, the findings from these two classic reports led to the conclusion that recovery of hand movement in higher-order primates could not be attributed to taking over of function by the motor cortex in the opposite hemisphere or by the postcentral gyrus (S1) of the lesioned hemisphere. Another important observation of Leyton and Sherrington [59] , which demonstrated that they were unable to evoke distal upper limb movements by stimulating the undamaged portion of M1 from the first lesion, warrants further discussion. Specifically, during the second surgery, they stimulated noninvolved (spared) cortex surrounding the previous M1 lesion in an attempt to elicit distal upper limb movements. Stimulation of intact cortex dorsal to the lesion site evoked shoulder movements and stimulation of cortex ventral to the lesion-evoked face movements. However, no peripheral movements were observed in the hand and wrist and only questionably at the elbow. They concluded from this observation that portions of motor cortex that normally controlled face, trunk and lower limb movements of M1 did not have the capacity to take over the function of the damaged portion of the M1 wrist and hand representation. In a corollary component of their study, Leyton and Sherrington [59] also investigated the potential neuroanatomical consequences of the cortical lesions from histologically processed tissue sections through the medulla oblongata and spinal cord. Using the Marchi technique, microscopic observations revealed that the cortical lesion produced substantial myelin degeneration of the descending cortical projection in the pyramidal tract, both at the level of the medullary pyramids (on the side ipsilateral to the cortical lesion) as well as in the lateral and ventral corticospinal tracts (CSTs) in the cervical enlargement (contralateral to the lesion). In contrast, minimal tissue deterioration was noted in thoracic cord spinal levels and none at levels through the lumbar enlargement. These findings provided strong neuroanatomical evidence that the lesion was primarily restricted to the cortical neuron field projecting to spinal cord levels controlling the upper limb.
Complete recovery from large lesions that affected the entire \stimulable cortex" (M1 þ dorsal part of LPMC) of one (left) hemisphere, were also demonstrated in early work ( Fig. 3 ) [79] . Immediately after the lesion, there was flaccid paralysis of the contralesional limbs as reported in previous studies. However, constraint of the ipsilesional upper limb and daily movement therapy of the contralesional upper and lower limb (similar to constraint-induced movement therapy presently used for hemiplegic stroke patients À À À [104, 113] ) produced what Ogden and Franz considered full recovery of upper and lower limb function, as well as body posture. Interestingly, much of this recovery occurred over the first two weeks following the lesion and appeared largely complete at three weeks postlesion as the monkey was able to \pick small objects from the floor and convey them to the mouth" [79] . Indeed, they described this monkey using the contralesional hand to catch a fly \that had alighted in the monkey's cage" about three months after the lesion. As they eloquently stated: \The coordination and quickness for the performance of this act will readily be appreciated." Unfortunately, they did not specifically state whether the animal recovered precision grasp between the thumb and index finger and it does not appear that they specifically tested for, or reliably measured this ability. Animals that did not receive constraint of the ipsilesional upper limb and therapy for the impaired limbs remained greatly impaired in movements of the contralesional hand and digits (and of the contralateral leg as well as postural impairments) for up to six months after the lesion (see experiments 2 and 3 of Ogden and Franz [79] ). Based on their observations, and those of others, it was concluded that full recovery was possible even after extensive damage to the entire stimulable (motor) cortex. Similarly, Lashley [52] observed in monkeys who learned a complex series of movements to open \problem boxes" containing food rewards, that after a surgically induced lesion of stimulable cortex followed by subsequent recovery from paresis, the animals could again perform the complex task two months after the lesion almost as well as before the lesion (Fig. 3 ). Interestingly, after training to learn the task exposure to the testing apparatus was prohibited two months before the lesion and two months after the lesion to address the issue of acquired motor skill retention. Although the lesions for this study were described as involving the \precentral gyrus", the mapped lesions, as determined from the accompanying figures, appeared to also include what is currently considered the premotor cortex as well as the caudal region of the prefrontal cortex À À À see Figs. 1À3 of [52] . Furthermore, examination of the coronal sections in these figures also indicates some minimal involvement of the adjacent parietal somatosensory cortex. Even with this apparent larger cortical lesion, it was concluded that complex motor habits acquired prior to an experimental lesion of precentral gyrus were fully retained after the lesion, although some clumsiness may affect performance. These findings were later confirmed in monkeys with smaller lesions confined to the precentral motor areas (M1 and LPMC) [43, 46] . It is also important to note that Lashley [52] cited previous work conducted by Rothmann in 1907 in which he \observed learning in a rhesus monkey in which one precentral gyrus had been extirpated and the pyramidal tract of the other had been sectioned in the cervical region" [92] . This observation demonstrated that monkeys could learn a new motor task following a precentral gyrus lesion and cervical disconnection of the corticospinal projection from the opposite hemisphere. From a clinical standpoint, these results were very encouraging in terms of implications for rehabilitation of hand function in humans after stroke. In particular, acquired brain lesions affecting the lateral cortical motor areas, while preserving other cortical structures and their subcortical projections, including the medial areas along the interhemispheric fissure, resulted in the potential for recovery without extensive retraining. Furthermore, this body of work suggested that favorable recovery was possible even if the lesion extended into premotor areas with extensive training that included constraint of the ipsilesional limb. However, these findings seem to have been largely forgotten until constraint-induced movement therapy (CIMT) for hemiplegia was reintroduced by Taub et al. some 70 years later [103] , but was based on results of experiments inducing deafferentation of the upper limb by sectioning dorsal roots in macaques [51, 102] rather than on stroke or motor cortex injury experiments.
After recovery of the right side was considered complete in experiment 1 of Ogden and Franz [79] , a subsequent similar lesion was made in the stimulable cortex (M1 þ dorsal LPMC) in the right hemisphere of the same monkey (experiment 2 of Ogden and Franz [79] ). Following this lesion, the animal did not receive constraint of the recovered right upper limb or any therapy to the left limbs other than normal movements performed in its cage, and in a large exercise room. Walking and jumping showed some recovery but the animal tended to fall toward the left side and did not always reach the target of a jump, suggesting left lower limb weakness. However, the left upper limb showed very poor recovery such that during climbing:
. . . the right arm and hand are used for pulling and the left is apparently used only for support. When food is given, even though the food be close to the left hand, the animal always reaches for the food with the right. Unlike a normal monkey which grasps and holds food with both hands and feet, this animal uses only the right hand and right foot."
Considering movement impairment resulting from brain injury, insights into our current understanding of the underlying corticospinal projections and transcallosal connections were evident in these early works. If the arm area of M1 was lesioned, resultant deficits appeared in the contralateral upper limb and recovery of function was possible. After recovery, when a subsequent lesion to the arm area of M1 of the other hemisphere was made, this new lesion did not reinstate deficits in the hand contralateral to the first lesion. Moreover, movement recovery was quicker in the second limb [59] . Similarly, Ogden and Franz [79] observed that lesion of the entire stimulable cortex of the other hemisphere did not affect the ipsilesional recovered limb, but produced contralesional hemiparesis that did not fully recover unless therapy was provided that included constraint of the recovered limb. The lack of effect of the second lesion on the hand contralateral to the first lesion provides strong evidence that the intact contralesional motor cortex did not take over control of the hand affected by the first lesion through ipsilateral pyramidal pathways. Moreover, the finding that recovery of the hand contralateral to the second lesion was quicker than expected is consistent with current theories that lesion to one hemisphere allows the other hemisphere to exert a form of dominance through transcallosal inhibition (TCI) of the injured hemisphere. Damage in both hemispheres after the second lesion may reinstate more balanced TCI between the hemispheres, thereby allowing better control of movement of both limbs.
As mentioned previously, an important finding from the work of Leyton and Sherrington [79] was that after recovery from the initial M1 lesion, they were unable to evoke contralesional distal upper limb movements when they stimulated the undamaged portions of M1 that were left intact from the first surgery. It appeared then, that the undamaged face, shoulder, trunk, and leg areas of M1 had not taken over the function of the damaged portion of M1. These results are consistent with the findings of Ogden and Franz [79] , who showed that recovery of hand function (and leg/trunk function) was possible even after complete destruction of the entire M1 (and dorsal LPMC). Indeed, the observation that recovery was still possible after such large lesions, albeit when a form of what is currently called constraintinduced therapy [105] is applied to rehabilitate the monkeys, provides strong evidence that a simple reorganization of undamaged parts of M1 and/or adjacent LPMC cannot fully explain recovery of upper (or lower) limb function. That is, at least in the case of damage involving the portion of M1 and LPMC controlling an entire limb. Thus, in nonhuman primates and possibly stroke patients, other spared cortical or subcortical areas may be capable of taking over some of the functions of the lateral motor cortices. This would be consistent with our recent report that M2 generates new connections (synaptic boutons) onto contralateral ventral horn neurons of the cervical enlargement following removal of the arm representation of M1 and LPMCd, and this plasticity correlates with recovery of dexterous hand movements [64] . The issue of rehabilitation training and its contribution to recovery of hand function after motor cortex damage will be discussed in more detail later.
Fine Motor Control Deficits Following Motor Cortex Injury
Following the classical work of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, further experimentation in apes and macaque monkeys provided evidence that lesions restricted to M1 produced flaccid paresis initially followed by substantial recovery and lasting deficits primarily in fine control of digit movements for manipulating small objects, especially in chimpanzees but also in macaques ( Fig. 4 ) [37] . Lesions of premotor areas in addition to M1 produced more substantial disturbances such as spasticity and forced grasping initially, but these resolved after several weeks [37] , which is consistent with the report of Lashley [52] . In contrast, Denny-Brown and Botterell later reported that lesions of area 4 produced flaccidity initially but was followed by \a spastic type of paralytic weakness" with heightened tendon reflexes whereas lesions of premotor areas produced \a mild plastic rigidity without loss of power of contraction and without increase in tendon reflexes" (Fig. 4 ) [23] . However, it was clear that even after large motor cortical lesions, the loss of use of an extremity was incomplete because given sufficient provocation such as fright or anger, a lesioned animal will effectively use the impaired extremity in climbing to escape or fighting back, even though under normal circumstances the extremity appears nonfunctional [23] . Such findings further support the ideas from Ogden and Franz [79] that under certain emotionally motivated conditions, an apparently severely impaired extremity can be retrained for complex motor acts, although it was thought that retraining fine control of the digits was not possible. These observations provided additional behavioral evidence suggesting other brain areas were indeed capable of taking over some functions of the lateral motor cortex. Although multiple cortical and subcortical neural networks are likely to be involved in this surprising restoration of movement, a potential contribution of the cingulate motor areas warrants consideration for several reasons. First, the rostral (M3) and caudal (M4) cingulate motor areas are well protected from lateral cortical injury as they form the cortex lining the lower bank and fundus of the cingulate sulcus. Second, they both receive substantial limbic cortical inputs [67, 69] which provide the cingulate motor cortices with a rich source of motivational and emotional influence that are essential requisites for the initiation and execution of exploratory movement involving the trunk and limbs. Finally, the cingulate motor cortices have substantial connections with the primary, lateral premotor and supplementary motor cortices and both M3 and M4 give rise to descending projections to many subcortical motor targets including the facial nucleus and spinal cord (for review, see [68] ).
Neuroplasticity Following Motor Cortex Injury
Important experiments relevant to the effects of motor cortex lesions on development of reaching/grasping and differences in the effects of M1 and LPMC lesions as a function of age (infant vs. juvenile/adult monkeys and apes) were also carried out by Kennard in collaboration with Fulton during the 1930s and 1940s ( Fig. 4) [47À50]. These classic experiments clearly showed that recovery was much more rapid in infant monkeys (7 daysÀ3 months old) than in older animals (2À4 years). For example, complete lesions of M1 in very young infant macaques (7 days old) were associated with relatively little immediate effect and \complete recovery", including grasping and finger movements, by two months of age [47] . Older infants (42 days) also showed remarkable recovery even after removal of an entire hemisphere. For example, some recovery was noted within 24 hours and after a week, the infant could walk and climb. After a month, the infant could reach and grasp, albeit awkwardly. In contrast, adults with such a lesion showed much poorer recovery over the first postlesion month. Further research in which M1 and LPMC were removed bilaterally in a single operation or serially (i.e., left hemisphere and then right hemisphere 1.5À8 months later) again showed much better short-term motor recovery in infants than adults [50] , but recovery over the longterm (up to two years) was studied only in infants as adults were all euthanized within 10À48 days of the lesion. Overall, these experiments showed that the infant brain was able to reorganize more rapidly than the adult brain to allow better recovery of motor function quite soon after the lesion(s). However, as discussed by Passingham et al. (see below), these experiments did not establish poorer longterm recovery in adults than in infants because the adults were not given up to two years to recover [84] . Experiments carried out in the 1950s strongly suggested that recovery of precision grip and fine digit control were possible following lesions of the entire arm or hand/digit areas of M1 ( Fig. 4) [38, 107] . In particular, Travis [107] stated in reference to a rhesus monkey with a large lesion to the left precentral forelimb area: \After two weeks he picked up small pieces of food by apposition of the right thumb and index finger." Smaller lesions localized to the precentral hand/digit area (Fig. 4) were also made by Travis [108] and she reported that \after recovery from the anaesthetic the hand contralateral to the lesion was used almost as well as the normal hand." Glees and Cole [38] also reported, in contrast to earlier observations [40, 59] , that stimulation of spared perilesional areas of M1 elicited hand/digit movements where prior to lesion, these movements were not evident. Thus, it appeared that the intact perilesional areas had taken over digit function of the damaged tissue areas. However, it is important to note that in the work of Leyton and Sherrington [59] during the first operation the entire elbow, wrist and digit areas of M1 were excised whereas in the Glees and Cole work, only the thumb area was removed ( Fig. 4) .
More recent experimental work using intracortical microstimulation has complemented and expanded upon the findings of Glees and Cole. Specifically, Nudo et al. [74] elegantly demonstrated in squirrel monkeys that very small focal lesions affecting subsectors of M1 that elicit digit movements produces reorganization in spared subsectors to recover these M1 movement representations. Indeed, hand movement representations expanded into areas that formerly elicited shoulder/ elbow movements, but only if rehabilitation in the form of training of skilled hand movements is provided after the lesion [77, 78] . Similarly, in macaque monkeys (Macaca fascicularis), it has also been shown that M1 hand area lesions in infant monkeys are associated with reorganization of perilesional cortex to innervate hand/digit muscles [93] . However, in the same species, a similar lesion induced in adult monkeys did not produce reorganization of motor cortex and, instead, was associated with reorganization of premotor cortex as short-term damage to this area reinstated the original deficit [62] . It is now well known based on observations from spike triggered averaging and single pulse intracortical microstimulation that single cortico-motoneuronal cells project to multiple muscles [10, 15, 31] . Furthermore, cortico-motoneuronal cells projecting to a given muscle controlling hand, wrist, elbow, and/or shoulder movements are distributed over large areas of M1 and overlap considerably in cat [1, 98] and monkey [25] . This expansive organization has also been postulated in humans based on transcranial magnetic stimulation observations [24] . Thus, muscle/movement map expansions in motor cortex may result after limited injury through altered connectivity within the cortex including the descending outputs ending directly in spinal motor areas, especially when use of the impaired limb is encouraged. However, others have reported in macaques that stimulation of the perilesional M1 after ibotenic acid lesions which damaged both M1 and S1 hand areas, did not produce visible movement of the \recovered" hand [62] . Notably, in this experiment, recovery was minimal, achieving only 30% of prelesion success rate on the task. It was also reported that reversible muscimol lesions to intact premotor areas reinstated impairment of the recovered hand, suggesting that these areas were responsible for the minimal recovery observed. Similarly, Nudo et al. have reported that following focal ischemic infarction affecting the distal forelimb (DFL) representation of M1 in squirrel monkeys, that initially produced severe deficits in reach/grasp motor abilities, was associated with enlargement of the DFL map in M2 [27] . Such findings are consistent with our recent report demonstrating that recovery of hand function following surgical removal of M1 and LPMC arm areas is associated with intraspinal sprouting and generation of new corticospinal connections from M2 into ventral horn neuron pools in C5-T1 segmental levels [64] . Thus, whether perilesional M1 or more distal sites in premotor cortex reorganize to assist in recovery may depend on lesion size, type (i.e., ischemic, chemical, surgical removal) and, possibly, location.
Measuring and Quantifying Movement and Skill
Also notable in the work of Glees and Cole [38] was that they developed a novel method to measure gripping strength between the thumb and index finger while pulling open a small \matchbox" drawer with a string to which they could attach different weights (see their Fig. 5 ). One rhesus monkey learned to perform the easiest version of the task (without weights) with both hands after the arm area of M1 in both hemispheres had both been lesioned by surgical removal (with no prelesion training on the task). Lesions were done serially, with the left hemisphere being lesioned first followed by lesion of the right hemisphere after recovery of the right hand. These observations demonstrated that a monkey could learn a difficult novel fine motor task after a large lesion of M1 of both hemispheres, although they commented that learning was slower than in the case of intact monkeys on this task. This finding also supported previous observations of learning a new fine motor task after lesion of M1 in one hemisphere and lesion of the pyramidal tract out of the other hemisphere ( [92] as reported by Lashley [52] ). Moreover, study in one of these monkeys was done with the weighted drawer device after two lesions to the arm areas of left M1. Here, an initial lesion of the entire excitable arm area was completed, which was followed 1 1 2 months later by \undercutting of the newly excitable area of left motor cortex" in a second operation. After this lesion, the monkey learned to open the device only with the left hand as the right hand remained severely impaired for some time after the second lesion, but was eventually used for gross movements such as climbing in the cage. This is consistent with the work from many studies showing that M1 lesions, as well as lesions to the CST at the medullary level, are associated with recovery of gross motor function [44, 54, 55] .
Unilateral lesion of premotor areas alone (i.e., with M1 intact) in monkeys has been shown to have minimal effects on fine hand motor function. For example, lesions limited to M2 unilaterally have been reported to have little effect on posture or movement in macaque monkeys [108] or man [85] . However, bilateral lesions of M2 in macaques had much greater effects on posture, produced hypertonia and even clonus in the digits [108] . Although Travis [108] did not evaluate fine motor function in this work, it is likely that fine motor function was compromised. Other work showed minimal effects of a bilateral M2 lesion on hand fine motor function, although there were some effects on upper limb posture/movement due to hypertonia at shoulder and elbow [43] . Later work also demonstrated no deficits in unimanual fine motor tasks after M2 lesions but a deficit of bimanual control if the two hands must simultaneously perform different tasks, such as when mirror-type movements are involved [8, 9] . In contrast, Passingham et al. observed that monkeys with M2 lesions also performed poorly in a simple arbitrary task involving raising the arm to receive a food reward [106] . Interestingly, these monkeys performed the task better when performance was triggered by an external stimulus than when required to simply initiate the movement at their own pace. Monkeys with anterior cingulate lesions had similar impairments, but monkeys with LPMC lesions as performed for studies of volumetric effects of frontal lobe motor area lesions [21] . Arm representations were identified using intracortical microstimulation. did not. Further study suggested that individuals/monkeys with M2 lesions perform better in response to external cues because they can use these cues as \instructions" [14] . Earlier work by Passingham et al. showed that individuals/monkeys with unilateral LPMC lesions without damage to M1 or M2 areas demonstrated deficits in responding to visual cues related to upper limb movements (e.g., pulling and/or squeezing a handle) under certain conditions, but did not have difficulty performing reach/grasp movements to pick up a peanut in a box [41, 42, 82, 83] . We did not find any major reports of investigations into effects of lesions to cortical motor areas on hand motor function in the 1960s [110] . However, there was one study that examined the effects of such lesions to different precentral motor areas on spinal cord distribution of outputs using the standard Marchi method to detect degenerating myelin, as well as the then newer Nauta method that permitted identification of degenerating axons in the spinal gray matter [61] . It was reported that motor deficits following the lesion of the precentral arm motor area were similar to those described previously [106] and that the observations with the Marchi method were also similar to previous findings (e.g., [2] ). The novel findings with the Nauta method were that contralateral corticospinal projections from the precentral arm area were found in proximal and distal spinal motor neurons pools whereas ipsilateral corticospinal projections were limited to only proximal spinal motor neurons [61] . These findings suggested that M1 of the undamaged hemisphere may assist in recovery of proximal arm joint motions (shoulder and elbow) but not so for the wrist and digit joints.
Training, Rehabilitation, and Recovery
Subsequent work in the 1970s focused on the effects of postlesion training (rehabilitation) on recovery of upper limb strength. From an important and rarely cited series of papers, it was demonstrated that recovery of proximal flexor muscle strength (to 90% of prelesion performance levels) was much better than in distal muscles controlling grip strength (only to about 50% of prelesion performance levels) after unilateral precentral forelimb area ablation [4] . Secondly, similar recovery was possible after bilateral M1 forelimb area ablations, but required 5À6 months instead of three months. Ablation of the remainder of the precentral motor area reinstated the initial paresis for a short time, but recovery of distal strength was to similar levels as after ablation of the precentral forelimb area only [5] . These results suggest that although perilesional M1 and contralesional M1 may contribute to recovery of strength, they are not necessary since similar total recovery can occur without these areas. Surprisingly, however, ablation of the entire precentral motor area in a single surgery resulted in much poorer recovery of contralesional proximal and distal upper limb muscle strength than after serial ablations (i.e., M1 arm area, recovery, then remainder of M1 and/or contralesional M1). Black et al. also showed that daily training on the strength tasks with the contralesional arm led to better recovery of upper limb pulling and grip strength [6] . Moreover, starting rehabilitation training immediately after the lesion was found to produce much better recovery than starting four months after the lesion. It is important to note, however, that the monkeys were trained daily on the same task on which they were tested for recovery. Unfortunately, they did not assess whether training on the strength tasks influenced recovery of fine hand motor functions such as grasping and manipulating small objects, which are important skills in primates.
Following the work of Black et al. that focused on strength, there was a return to consideration of fine motor tasks, specifically precision grip and independent finger movements. Passingham et al., following up on the work of Kennard in the 1940s and 1950s, showed that there was no recovery of precision grip after complete unilateral removal of left M1 or M1 and S1 (Fig. 4 ) in infant rhesus monkeys (age 7 daysÀ3 months) tested 1À2 years after the lesion, despite excellent recovery of locomotion and climbing abilities over 10 months postlesion [81] . Notably, they assessed use of precision grip by using an apparatus in which peanuts had to be removed from holes 2À6 cm in diameter or a cylindrical food pellet was used in a special device such that the food morsel could be \picked out only by inserting the fingers into two grooves (7-mm wide, 21-mm long, 12-mm deep) leading into the well from either side" (see Fig. 1 of Passingham et al. [81] ). Although all monkeys with M1 lesions would use the right hand to acquire peanuts in the 2-cm hole when first tested, 3 of 4 monkeys with M1 þ S1 lesions initially refused to use the right hand to reach for food and required some \training" (passively moving the right hand onto food) to use the right hand in these tasks. Moreover, only one monkey with M1 þ S1 lesion (the one not requiring training) could retrieve a peanut from the 2-cm hole and the others were only successful on the 3-cm hole. Testing on the slot apparatus showed that all these animals could retrieve the food pellet with the left hand but only one animal (with a M1 lesion) could remove the pellet with the right hand with the slots in all four tested orientations (i.e., parallel, perpendicular and two oblique angles to the frontal plane of monkey).
These findings prompted an additional study to compare recovery of infants and adults to test the \Kennard Principle" suggesting that cortical damage in infant primates had little, if any, lasting effects on motor function whereas the same lesion in juveniles and adults led to lasting deficits on fine hand and foot motor function [84] . As mentioned above and discussed in the work of Passingham et al. [84] , although Kennard conclusively demonstrated that infant monkeys show much faster initial recovery than adult animals from a variety of neocortical lesions, the postlesion survival durations were much longer for infants than for adult monkeys [37, 47À50] . Thus, the question of persistent deficits was not adequately assessed over a similar postlesion survival period in Kennard's work. The same tests applied in previous work [81] were used by Passingham et al. to fully assess capability for precision grasp, as well as additional \problem box tests" in adults. All animals were allowed 19À26 months postlesion recovery with no special training (note that the same infants studied in Passingham et al., [81] were included in the 1983 report). Importantly, there were no obvious differences in the performance of monkeys with complete lesions as infants versus older monkeys on any tests and it was clear that the hand was used crudely when grasping by closing all fingers at once rather than with precision grip. However, all animals showed excellent recovery of locomotion, climbing and jumping (including safe landings). Thus, the results convincingly showed that adults could recover similarly to infants if given sufficient time. Moreover, they concluded that this study confirmed the suggestion that control of fine finger movements requires direct anatomical pathways from the cortex to motor neurons, which exist in the upper limb and foot areas of motor cortex in rhesus monkeys [55] . Indeed, anatomical study of the CST output pathways of sensorimotor areas of the non-lesioned hemisphere to brainstem and spinal cord following removal of M1 and/or S1 in infant monkeys showed no differences when compared to CST output patterns in adult monkeys following similar lesions [99] . Thus, recovery of infants and adults did not occur by establishing new cortical output connections from the undamaged contralesional sensorimotor areas.
A major question arises from the extensive research carried out on effects of lesions to motor cortex in nonhuman primates through the 1980s: What is the mechanism for recovery of voluntary movement control, especially for fine dexterous movements of the hand and fingers? Sherrington et al. suggested that since ablation of the arm area in the M1 of one hemisphere produces only temporary paralysis and that further ablations in M1 of the same hemisphere and the other hemisphere (and of S1) do not reinstate the paralysis, the function of M1 had been taken over at a subcortical level [40, 59] . They also observed that stimulation of perilesional cortex did not produce upper limb movements, further suggesting that undamaged M1 did not take over function of the damaged region. In contrast, the smaller lesions induced by Glees and Cole [38] showed that recovery of hand function following ablations of the arm area of M1 was associated with undamaged parts of M1 becoming able to produce arm movements when stimulated. Similarly, Nudo et al. have demonstrated that reorganization of perilesional cortex associated with postlesion training of skillful hand movements and concurrent cortical stimulation in squirrel monkeys is associated with better recovery of hand movements [74À76, 78, 87] . It is important to note that in the studies by Nudo et al., the brain lesions were very small compared to previous studies where the entire arm area of M1 or the entire precentral gyrus was intentionally removed. Importantly, however, these contemporary studies suggest that recovery is stimulated by postlesion training/ therapy and is accompanied by cortical reorganization in the perilesional cortex as well as altered connectivity from ventral premotor cortex to S1, which implicates a role for S1 in recovery from damage to M1. Surprisingly, ventral premotor cortex connectivity to perilesional M1 regions was not changed, although perilesional M1 neurons are thought to alter motor maps to permit control over muscle groups that were originally controlled by the lesioned area.
Another important question is whether independent digit movements can recover after a complete lesion of the M1 arm/hand area. Many of the classical studies in the first half of the 20th century involved large lesions where the investigators purposefully damaged the areas deep within the central sulcus to ensure that there were no surviving M1 neurons. For example, Ogden and Franz [79] stated: \To destroy the motor zone lying concealed with the central fissure the white hot cautery was pushed about 6 to 8 mm into the brain substance and carried close to and parallel with the fissure." It seems highly likely that such a procedure would also have damaged neurons of the adjacent S1, yet they reported full recovery of grasping and all fine motor functions of the contralesional arm associated with constraining the less impaired ipsilesional arm and extensive rehabilitation training. Unfortunately, like many studies at this time, there were no quantitative measures or techniques that forced the monkey to use fully independent digit movements for precision grasping of objects. Ogden and Franz [79] also reported that a monkey that did not receive constraint of the less impaired limb and intensive therapy did not show good recovery of grasping and only used power-type grasps (using all digits), which is consistent with the more recent findings [84] .
It is generally accepted that recovery of independent digit movements and precision grip are mediated by monosynaptic connections from M1 to hand motor neurons in the spinal cord [55, 57] . However, Murata et al. recently reported that recovery of independent digit movements and precision grip was possible after lesion of the M1 hand/digit areas with intensive daily training of the impaired contralesional limb combined with restraint of the less impaired ipsilesional limb [71] . They used ibotenic acid rather than surgical removal of the area to produce these lesions and evaluated reacquisition of precision grip using a dexterity (Kluver) board apparatus with the smallest well being 1-cm diameter. Monkeys were trained before the lesion to acquire food pellets from this well successfully on 1000 trials on two consecutive days. Mean prelesion success rate was about 80% on this well and 83À100% on larger wells. Postlesion performance in the last three days (more than 10 weeks after the lesion) returned to a 60% success rate on the smallest well and 78À100% on the other wells. They used video analysis to qualitatively assess type of grip used. They also noted how postlesion recovery began with gripping raisins between the tip of the index and on the proximal phalanx of thumb, but progressed to grip between the tips of the thumb and index.
We have also reported recovery of independent digit movements and precision grasping using a dexterity board apparatus with a smallest well of 1 cm in diameter in rhesus monkeys with much larger lesions including most of the arm areas of M1, premotor cortex and M2 (Fig. 5) [21] . This work represents an advance over the earlier lesion studies on macaque monkeys that relied primarily on success rates in target acquisition to estimate motor performance rather than temporal, spatial and kinetic measures to quantitatively evaluate the reaching kinematics and hand coordination in both the transport and manipulation phases of grasping [19, 86] . In the lesions we have studied, some of the digit representations in the depths of the central sulcus were spared (Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)). However, there was no intensive daily pre-or postlesion training in these monkeys as in the studies discussed above [71, 74] . Testing in our work was approximately at weekly intervals prelesion and exactly weekly intervals for the first two months postlesion with only 25 trials with each hand on the dexterity board apparatus (and 15 trials with each hand on another apparatus). No physical constraint of the ipsilesional limb was imposed, but the testing apparatus forced the use of the contralesional limb [86] . Thus, although our intent was to evaluate \spontaneous recovery" we recognize that the limited forced use of the impaired limb likely provided some therapy once/week and may have stimulated use of that hand in the monkey's cage as indicated by observation and a \learned nonuse test" in which either hand could be used to acquire food pellets [20] . However, we did not evaluate location of the gripping surface on the thumb or report on performance in the smallest well as was reported by Murata et al. [71] . To investigate this aspect of grip, we have recently reviewed our video recordings and found that monkeys with lesions of arm areas of M1, M1 þ LPMC and M1 þ LPMC þ M2 ( Fig. 5 ) did return to using precision grip (e.g., Fig. 6 ) and were successful on smaller wells if they were also successful on those wells during . The sequence of video frames shows precision grasp of a food pellet between the tips of the index finger and thumb (a) followed by manipulation the food pellet (b)À(d). Once the pellet is removed from well C (diameter of 19 mm) of the modified dexterity board, it is manipulated to a more secure location on the palmar surface of the distal phalanx of the index. The times shown in each frame represent the time since initial contact with the dexterity board (i.e., 0.12 s spent manipulating the pellet's position on the fingertip by moving the thumb). prelesion testing. Moreover, there was clear postlesion evidence of manipulation of the pellet while in precision grip to produce a more secure gripping position between the tips of the thumb and index in these monkeys (e.g., Fig. 6 ). Thus, the monkeys recover impressive ability for precision grip and manipulation of a very small fairly rigid object (0.5-mm food pellet) that is likely more difficult to manipulate than the raisin treat used by Murata et al. [71] . An important question in this work is whether M1 neurons deep in the central sulcus are damaged in these lesions and, thus, may subserve recovery of independent finger movements and precision grip. We are currently addressing this issue using combined surgical removal of the M1 arm area and ibotenic acid injected deep along the central sulcus arm area. An important issue relevant to control of independent finger movements and M1 lesions is that a large body of work suggests that M1 areas controlling an individual finger are distributed throughout the M1 hand area, rather than being localized to separate areas [114] . This is supported by anatomical and physiological evidence concerning widespread inputs to and outputs from M1 hand area neurons (e.g., [15, 25, 94] ) and studies of M1 neuron recording showing that activation is distributed throughout M1 hand area [95] . Moreover, short-term inactivation of small regions within medial, intermediate and lateral portions of the hand area in rhesus monkeys showed effects that were not isolated to single fingers and, in general, appeared to be stochastic rather than systematic in their effects on different digits [97] . This distributed organization of M1 neurons controlling the digits means that only large lesions will damage neurons controlling all movements of any one digit and that independent digit movements are likely to recover in the case of small lesions by reorganization of perilesional areas as discussed above. This is also consistent with observations in stroke patients that voluntary contractions of muscles to move a single digit were accompanied by inappropriate contractions in muscles acting on additional digits due to decreased ability to selectively activate certain muscles and suppress activation of other muscles [96] . Indeed, Lang and Schieber [53] concluded that spared cerebral motor areas and other descending pathways allow activation of finger muscles after motor cortex or CST lesions, but do not provide highly selective control due to damage of M1 output.
Overall, given that in many human brain lesions such as those arising from middle cerebral artery (MCA) stroke, which often damage the lateral aspect of M1 and premotor cortex, it seems likely that recovery must depend on reorganization in non-injured brain areas, either subcortical as surmised by Sherrington and colleagues and/or nearby cortical premotor areas as suggested by others [22] . It is this latter possibility that has primarily driven our recent work in which effects of lesions of most of the arm areas of M1 and lateral premotor cortex have been surgically removed to partially simulate the effects of a large middle cerebral artery stroke. In these studies, we have shown that behavioral deficits increase with lesion volume, especially as the lesion is expanded to include the medial motor areas and medial prefrontal areas [21] . Consistent with and expanding on previous work over the past 100þ years, substantial recovery of fine hand motor function, including precision grasp, occurs even when the lesion includes medial premotor areas. However, we have convincingly shown that when damage is limited to lateral cortical motor areas, which have been shown by others to provide the bulk of CST connections onto interneurons in lamina VII and motor neurons in lamina IX [26, 63] , one mechanism of recovery includes enhancement of CST connections from the medially located supplementary motor area (M2) in spinal cord laminae that contain neurons which have lost substantial input from lateral motor areas (Fig. 7) [64] . Importantly, this corticospinal projection in the brain injury experiments after motor recovery of dexterous upper extremity movements. The lesion is located on the dorsal view of the hemisphere (blackened area) and involved the arm representation of the primary motor cortex (M1) and adjacent part of the lateral premotor cortex (LPMC). Extensive enhancement of the contralateral projection to lamina VII and IX occurred following the lateral motor cortical injury but not in other contralateral or ipsilateral laminae. (Fig. 13 À À À Wiley-Liss, Inc., J Comput Neurol, used with permission.) mechanism appears to correlate strongly with recovery of hand/digit fine motor function for grasping small food targets and gross arm function in the form of accurate, fast reaching movements to these targets. Moreover, a deficit of fine hand movement control is re-established for a few weeks if the M2 arm area is lesioned using ibotenic acid (after recovery from the M1/LPMC lesion), strongly suggesting that the M2 arm area is partially responsible for recovery [64] . Reorganization of corticofugal outputs to enhance connections onto brainstem motor nuclei is also likely, and we are currently studying these output connections in the pons where there appears to be a selective increase in M2 connections onto some nuclei.
Another important finding of our work in collaboration with our colleagues at the University of North Dakota is that recovery after lesions to motor and premotor areas in the nonhuman primate is associated with long term activation of microglia and macrophages in the perilesional cortex and cervical spinal cord that continues for up to one year after the lesion [72, 73] . Moreover, marked increases in brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and its receptor subtypes were also observed in the perilesional area and cervical spinal cord, suggesting that a long-term contribution of neurotrophic factors in the recovery process is associated with establishing enhanced connections between CST fibers from M2 and ventral horn motor neurons. Whether these processes can be enhanced with certain pharmaceutical or physical therapies is an important question. For example, Nogo is a key axonal growth inhibitory protein and pharmaceutical blockade of this protein induces axonal sprouting and function recovery in stroke [56] . Axonal growth stimulators are also targets for current research (for a review of these issues, see [11] ).
There are clear and potentially important implications of this work for human patients with brain injury due to stroke or trauma. First, it appears that recovery is possible even after relatively large lesions affecting lateral cortical motor areas if the output fibers of other motor areas such as the medially located supplementary motor cortex are spared. Indeed, middle cerebral artery occlusion is the most common form of stroke and the arm/hand region of M1 and its descending projection fibers are often destroyed [12] . In contrast, M2 resides in the territory of the anterior cerebral artery which is spared in greater than 97% of first time stroke victims [7] . However, this situation does not preclude the possibility of the descending fibers from M2 being injured because they eventually pass through subcortical white matter regions [66] supplied by branches of the middle cerebral artery [101, 109] . Therefore, the application of MRI techniques such as diffusion tensor imaging to quantify whether the descending M2 fibers are spared following lateral cortical injury should reveal whether enhancement of M2 corticospinal connections promotes recovery of hand functions in patients. However, our work has also shown remarkable recovery of hand function after lesions that also include the arm areas of M2 ( Fig. 5(c) ) and adjacent pre-SMA (see Figs. 2 and 3 of [21] ). Thus, reorganization of other cortical (e.g., cingulate motor areas M3 and/or M4 and parietal cortex) or subcortical motor nuclei may also contribute to recovery under such conditions. Finally, we have also shown that many of these monkeys recover to perform consistently at levels equal to, or even better than during prelesion training. This is likely due to continued task practice since large lesions of motor cortical areas do not appear to abolish wellestablished motor habits [52] or the ability to learn new hand motor tasks ( [92] as reported by Lashley [52] ). Collectively, such findings provide considerable support for the idea that favorable recovery is possible following substantial cortical brain damage in nonhuman primates. The clinical question of how best to promote such a recovery in human patients with typically larger lesions using physical rehabilitation techniques (i.e., task performance), brain stimulation (transcranial DC stimulation, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation or epidural stimulation) (for a review, see [88] ), and pharmaceutical techniques [11] either singly or in combination [3, 28, 80] remains a high priority in the pursuit to enhance the recovery process following motor cortex injury.
Conclusions
It is clear from early classical and more recent work that nonhuman primates are able to recover contralesional movement control after small and large lesions of frontal motor cortical areas, especially with some type of intense rehabilitation (e.g., [6, 71, 79] ) or even less intense task practice that involves minimal forced use of the impaired limb [21] . Indeed we have observed a very poor recovery of upper limb movements in only one monkey who received a very large lesion affecting the dorsal frontal lobe motor areas and medial prefrontal cortex that also included a large volume of white matter damage [21] . It is quite possible that this monkey would have shown better recovery with intense rehabilitation such as that provided by Ogden and Franz [79] . However, the other monkeys in our study in which the lesion spared at least some cortical motor areas (i.e., cingulate or M2) as well as parts of M1 deep in the central sulcus showed good recovery that was associated with return to prelesion skill levels, or greater manipulation skill levels [21] . In contrast, humans with lesions that affect cortical motor areas commonly do not show such good recovery, especially in terms of grasping and manipulating small objects. Possible reasons for poorer recovery in these patients include: (1) greater subcortical white matter damage disrupting descending corticofugal projections arising from apparently spared motor areas, as well as subcortical damage interrupting the many longitudinally orientated corticocortical axonal pathways that interconnect distant parts of the cortical mantle and subserve the reaching and grasping process (i.e., parietal and frontal areas), (2) greater cortical functional specialization and hand dominance in humans, as reflected in the more developed CST [17, 58] which may affect ability of nonlesioned motor areas to remodel inputs/outputs to take over function of damaged areas, (3) stronger interhemispheric inhibition (associated with greater lateralization) in humans such that undamaged motor areas in the lesioned hemisphere are greatly inhibited and less able to drive neuroplasticity following the lesion and (4) greater effects of emotional depression in humans, leading to lower motivation during rehabilitation.
Subcortical white matter damage is likely one of the most important factors limiting recovery in humans. There are several reports that surgical lesions to frontal lobe cortical motor areas in humans for treatment of cancer, epilepsy and arteriovenous malformations produce only minor or no lasting motor deficits [13, 65, 91] . Damage to white matter is minimized in such surgeries, but can be much greater when the lesion is due to stroke or traumatic injury. Importantly, several recent studies have shown that the integrity of the corticospinal tract at the level of the internal capsule is a strong predictor of motor function recovery after stroke [60, 89, 100] . Thus, even in the case of cortical strokes when there is no loss of blood supply to the internal capsule, damage to the white matter just below the cortical lesion, not gray matter, may be a primary determinant of motor function recovery. Indeed, our work suggests that M2 can substitute functionally after damage to M1 and LPMC if the M2 output fibers are not damaged [64] . Furthermore, in our studies one monkey (SDM64) demonstrated slower and poorer recovery than other monkeys receiving similar (M1 þ LPMC arm area) lesions [21] that was apparently due to greater white matter damage that unintentionally disrupted the descending corticofugal fibers arising from M2 that was verified with a tract tracer experiment (unpublished observations).
There are many important implications for future experimentation to improve the recovery prognosis for upper limb motor function in humans. The effects of the various therapeutic techniques discussed above (forced task practice, pharmacological treatments, cortical stimulation) on the neuroplastic response of M2 after a large lesion in the MCA territory that produces poor spontaneous recovery in monkeys would be one useful study. Development of controlled ischemic and hemorrhagic models of MCA stroke in monkeys that are similar to those used in rats would also be helpful because the recovery process from such strokes may differ from surgical ablation, although it will clearly be difficult to control extent of damage in monkeys due to the extensive arterial territory supplied by the MCA [18, 36, 90, 111] . Studies in nonhuman primates are also recommended for preclinical testing of neuroprotective agents [32] and will also be helpful for studies of rehabilitation effects because of the similarity of upper limb use to humans.
After review of more than 100 years of research conducted on the recovery of upper limb movement in nonhuman primates, it is clear that our understanding of the motor recovery process continues to develop. The early work showed that there are many potential neural systems other than the frontal motor cortex capable of effective participation in motor recovery. Although some advances have been made, we are still faced with the daunting task of identifying all neural systems that support the recovery process. Obtaining large groups of patients with isolated injury to distinct cortical motor areas, primarily limited to the gray matter, are conceivably improbable even with access to large patient populations. However, due to the structural homologies of the nonhuman primate and human brain that correlate to the highly developed control of distal upper limb movements [17, 58] , there remains great potential to identify contributing factors that lead to specific motor deficits, pinpoint the mechanisms supporting favorable recovery, and implement potential rehabilitative interventions following isolated motor cortex injury in the nonhuman primate model.
